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Heterotrophic microbial communities use extracellular enzymes to initialize degradation

of high molecular weight organic matter in the ocean. The potential of microbial

communities to access organic matter, and the resultant rates of hydrolysis, affect the

efficiency of the biological pump as well as the rate and location of organic carbon

cycling in surface and deep waters. In order to investigate spatial- and depth-related

patterns in microbial enzymatic capacities in the ocean, we measured hydrolysis rates

of six high-molecular-weight polysaccharides and two low-molecular-weight substrate

proxies at sites spanning 38◦S to 10◦N in the Atlantic Ocean, and at six depths ranging

from surface to bottom water. In surface to upper mesopelagic waters, the spectrum

of substrates hydrolyzed followed distinct patterns, with hydrolytic assemblages more

similar vertically within a single station than at similar depths across multiple stations.

Additionally, the proportion of total hydrolysis occurring above the pycnocline, and the

spectrum of substrates hydrolyzed in mesopelagic and deep waters, was positively

related to the strength of stratification at a site, while other physichochemical parameters

were generally poor predictors of the measured hydrolysis rates. Spatial as well

as depth-driven constraints on heterotrophic hydrolytic capacities result in broad

variations in potential carbon-degrading activity in the ocean. The spectrum of enzymatic

capabilities and rates of hydrolysis in the ocean, and the proportion of organic carbon

hydrolyzed above the permanent thermocline, may influence the efficiency of the

biological pump and net carbon export across distinct latitudinal and depth regions.

Keywords: carbon cycling, extracellular enzymes, heterotrophy, functional biogeography, deep ocean, microbial

activity, biogeochemistry

INTRODUCTION

Microbial communities are major drivers of organic carbon cycling in the ocean. The carbon
cycling capacities of these communities ultimately affect the inventories of oxygen and CO2 in the
atmosphere, the magnitude and composition of organic carbon export from the surface to the deep
ocean, and resource availability to higher trophic levels (Azam and Malfatti, 2007; Jiao et al., 2010).
Although 99.9% of autochthonous organic carbon is remineralized before it reaches sediments, a
large standing pool of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) persists in the water column (Hedges, 1992),
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demonstrating that some fraction of marine organic carbon is
not readily amenable to microbial degradation. The microbial
enzymatic capacities to access organic carbon is a potentially
important driver shaping the ocean carbon reservoir, but
the factors that determine whether and how much organic
matter is remineralized are poorly understood (Arnosti, 2011).
Biogeographical patterns in microbial communities and their
enzymatic capacities (Arnosti et al., 2012; Gomez-Pereira et al.,
2012; Sunagawa et al., 2015), and their net effect on organic
carbon transformations in the ocean, may in turn be shaped by
a poorly constrained set of factors (Hanson et al., 2012).

The enzymatic capacity of a microbial community is a critical
determinant of the breadth of organic compounds which may
be recycled. Most organic carbon is biosynthesized as high
molecular weight compounds, which are typically hydrolyzed by
both endo-acting (mid-chain cleaving) and exo-acting enzymes
(Warren, 1996). In order for heterotrophs to access natural
organic matter, they must produce the appropriate enzymes to
hydrolyze a particular substrate into sizes small enough to be
transported into the cell. These enzymes have highly targeted
structural specificities and are very diverse (Aspeborg et al.,
2012; Teeling et al., 2012), reflecting both the complexity of
natural organic matter and of the microbial communities that
access it.

Differences in microbial enzymatic capacities thus may result
in functional biogeographical patterns in carbon export and
recycling. Field studies measuring activities of extracellular
enzymes that degrade organic carbon have demonstrated that the
types of substrates hydrolyzed and their rates of hydrolysis vary
along latitudinal gradients (Arnosti et al., 2011, 2012), a pattern
that parallels biogeographical patterns in microbial community
composition (Fuhrman et al., 2008). Beyond community
composition, the genetic capacity to hydrolyze individual
substrates may also follow biogeographical patterns. Although,
most of the enzymes involved in the extracellular breakdown of
organic carbon have not yet been annotated, a targeted study
of the biogeography of enzymes in glycosyl hydrolase family 5
revealed wide diversity and variation in relative abundance across
the North Atlantic (Elifantz et al., 2008). Genetic distributions
of polysaccharide-degrading enzymes in common heterotrophic
marine microbial clades also vary considerably across oceanic
provinces (Gomez-Pereira et al., 2012), as do the activities of
polysaccharide hydrolyzing enzymes (Arnosti et al., 2012).

Organic carbon cycling capabilities are thus heterogeneously
distributed across both microbial phylogenies (Zimmerman
et al., 2013) and the natural environment. In order to examine
latitudinal and depth-related patterns in hydrolytic capabilities of
heterotrophic microbial communities, we measured extracellular
enzyme activities across a broad range of latitude and depth,
identified geospatial patterns in those activities, and investigated
potential environmental factors affecting heterotrophic
enzymatic activity. The hydrolysis of six high-molecular-
weight and two low-molecular-weight organic substrates was
measured across 48 degrees of latitude and from surface to
bottom waters in the South and Equatorial Atlantic Ocean. These
data enable us to explore the connectivity of hydrolytic capacities
between stations and depths, and the relationship of hydrolysis

rates to stratification and physicochemical parameters. These
factors may shape biogeographical patterns in heterotrophy,
and ultimately affect the location and magnitude of organic
carbon remineralization, and thus carbon sequestration, by the
biological pump.

METHODS

Seawater Sampling
Seawater was collected via Niskin rosette equipped with a
conductivity-temperature-depth sensor (CTD) at nine stations
spanning 38◦S to 10◦N in the subtropical to equatorial Atlantic
Ocean (Figure 1). Hydrolysis rates of polysaccharides and of
monomeric substrates were measured at 6 stations, ranging from
38◦S to 3.5◦N; only activities of monomeric substrates could be
measured at the northernmost three stations due to lack of time
for extended substrate incubations.

At each station (stations 2, 4, 7, 10, 15, 18, 21, 22, and 23;
part of the DeepDOM cruise, Kujawinski, 2013), seawater was
collected from six depths: surface (SuW, 5 m), deep chlorophyll
maximum (DCM, ∼50–100 m), mesopelagic (meso, 250 m),
Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW, ∼750–850 m), North
Atlantic Deep Water (NADW, 2,500 m), and bottom water (bot,
∼3,700–4,600 m). Specific depths of DCM, AAIW, and bottom
water were chosen according to a maximum in fluorescence
(DCM), a minimum in salinity and peak in oxygen (AAIW), and
a few meters above bottom (bot), respectively (Supplementary
Figure 1), and thus varied by station.

At each depth, 1 L glass Duran bottles were rinsed three times
with seawater from the corresponding depth, then filled without
using tubing from a single Niskin bottle. 200mL of seawater from
each depth was autoclaved in a separate glass Duran bottle for use
in killed control incubations.

FIGURE 1 | Map of DeepDOM cruise track from 38S to 9N in the South

Atlantic. Figure made in Ocean Data View Schlitzer, 2015.
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Physical and Chemical Parameters
Temperature, salinity, oxygen, and fluorescence were measured
via CTD (Supplementary Figure 1), and used to calculate
potential temperature (θ), potential density (σθ), and buoyancy
frequency (N2) (Supplementary Figure 2). CTD data for every
cast throughout the cruise, and nutrient data collected from
discrete depths and analyzed by K. Longnecker, are available
through the BCO-DMO database (Supplementary Figure 1,
Kujawinski, 2013). CTD and nutrient data used for analysis
in this study are provided through the associated BCO-DMO
repository (Hoarfrost and Arnosti, 2016), and can be reproduced
using scripts provided at the associated Github repository
(Hoarfrost, 2016).

α-Glucosidase and Leucine
Aminopeptidase Activities
Two substrate proxies, α- glucose linked to 4-
methylumbelliferone (α-Glu; Chem Impex 21676) and leucine
linked to 4-methylcoumarinyl-7-amide (L-MCA; Sigma 62480-
44-8), were used to measure the activities of α-glucosidase
and leucine aminopeptidase, respectively, after the method
of Hoppe (1983). The enzymes hydrolyzing these substrates
act on the α-1→4-linked terminal glucose of oligo- and
polysaccharides, and N-terminal leucine residues of peptides
or proteins, respectively. Recent work has demonstrated that
L-MCA can also be hydrolyzed by enzymes other than leucine
aminopeptidase (Steen et al., 2015), but this widely-used method
still provides a measure of peptidase activity in the environment.
For each substrate, triplicate aliquots of 4mL of live seawater
and one autoclaved seawater killed control were incubated in
plastic cuvettes at as close to in situ temperature as possible.
Available incubation temperatures were 3, 12, 15, 18, 25, and
28◦C. Two cuvettes with 4 mL of live or autoclaved seawater and
no added substrate served as live and killed blank incubations,
respectively.

Saturating concentrations were determined at each station
via a saturation curve conducted over 24 h using surface water,
testing increasing concentrations of substrate. The saturating
concentration was identified as the concentration of substrate
at which addition of higher concentrations of substrate does
not induce higher rates of activity. Since enzymatic activity is
typically highest in surface or near-surface waters (e.g., Baltar
et al., 2009; Steen et al., 2012), and leucine aminopeptidase
activity is typically higher than α-glucosidase activity (Baltar
et al., 2010, 2013), saturation concentrations determined for
leucine-MCA in surface waters were used for all depths and
substrates at each station. Substrates were added at saturating
concentrations 100 µM at stations 2, 4, and 7; 75 µM at stations
10, 15, 18, 22, and 23; and 50 µM at station 21.

Incubations were sampled at four timepoints, and
fluorescence was measured in a Turner Biosystems
spectrophotometer (TBS-380). Later timepoints were chosen
based on the rate of activity at earlier timepoints. A typical
timecourse for a rapidly-hydrolyzed substrate was 6, 12, and 24
h; for a low- to no-hydrolysis substrate, 24, 48, and 72 h. No

incubation was sampled later than 72 h. All incubations were
sampled at 24 h to provide a common timepoint reference.

Rates reported here are maximum hydrolysis rates, typically
at T3 for α-glucosidase and at T1 for leucine aminopeptidase. T3
for α-glucosidase was typically sampled at 36–48 h in shallow,
more active waters, or 60–72 h in deeper, less active waters. T1 for
leucine aminopeptidase was typically sampled at 4–6 h in shallow
waters, or 24 h in deeper waters. α-glucosidase activities sampled
at later timepoints may include a growth response, whereas the
shorter timecourse of leucine aminopeptidase incubations likely
does not include a growth response. In all cases, rates represent
potential hydrolysis rates, since added substrate competes with
naturally-occurring substrate for enzyme active sites.

Polysaccharide Hydrolysis Measurements
Activities of extracellular enzymes that hydrolyze six different
fluorescently labeled polysaccharides were measured at all
six depths between 38◦S and 3.5◦N. These substrates—
arabinogalactan, chondroitin sulfate, fucoidan, laminarin,
pullulan, and xylan—were chosen for their diverse
monosaccharide compositions and macromolecular structures.
All of these polysaccharides are found in marine environments,
and/or enzymes and genes corresponding to their hydrolysis
have been identified in marine prokaryotes (e.g., Alderkamp
et al., 2007; Wegner et al., 2013; Xing et al., 2015). Furthermore,
the activities of enzymes hydrolyzing these substrates have been
detected in a wide variety of marine environments (e.g., Arnosti,
2008; Arnosti et al., 2009, 2011).

Fluorescently-labeled polysaccharides were prepared after
the method of Arnosti (1996, 2003). Each polysaccharide was
incubated in triplicate live incubations in 17 mL sterilized
glass vials, and one killed control incubation using autoclaved
seawater. In addition, incubations without substrate with live
seawater and autoclaved seawater were used as live and killed
blank controls, respectively. Seawater was sterilized for 20 min
in an autoclave upon recovery and incubations initiated after
autoclavedwater had cooled in an ice bath. Substrate was added at
concentrations sufficient to detect fluorescence of the substrate, at
3.5 µM monomer-equivalent concentrations in all cases, except
for fucoidan, which was added at a concentration of 5 µM due
to its lower fluorescence intensity. Substrate addition is kept to
the lowest concentration that is technically feasible in order to
minimize growth responses due to added substrate. All samples
were incubated at as close to in situ temperature as possible.

Each incubation was sampled at four timepoints: 0, 5, 12, and
21 days. Kill and live blank controls were sampled at T0 and Tfinal

only. Due to time constraints, at Station 15 the final timepoint
was taken at day 20 instead of 21, and at Station 18 only three
timepoints were collected, at 0, 5, and 12 days. At each timepoint,
∼1.8 mL was withdrawn from each incubation, filtered through a
0.2µmpore-size syringe filter and stored at−20◦C until analysis.

Enzyme activity was measured by tracking hydrolysis of
the high-molecular-weight substrate into lower-molecular-
weight hydrolysis products over time, as determined using gel
permeation chromatography with fluorescence detection
(Arnosti, 1996, 2003). Hydrolysis rates were calculated
from these shifts in molecular size distribution over time
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from the size-separated chromatograms using the scripts
hosted at the associated Github repository (Hoarfrost, 2016).
Chromatograms were manually curated after processing to verify
chromatographic changes and to identify incubations with zero
activity or non-hydrolytic fluorescence of the free fluorophore
label, which can produce artificially high hydrolysis rates. Those
incubation sets were tagged and their calculated rates adjusted
by setting the activity to zero, or recalculating the rate while
neglecting the free fluorophore portion of the chromatogram,
respectively.

Statistical Analyses
Polysaccharide Hydrolytic Diversity Using Shannon

Diversity Indices
Shannon indices, which reflect both the number of substrates
hydrolyzed as well as the evenness of hydrolysis rates, were used
to calculate hydrolytic diversity at all sites (Steen et al., 2010).

The Shannon index is expressed as H = −

n∑

i=1
piln(pi), where n

is the total number of substrates and pi is the hydrolysis rate of
the ith substrate normalized to the summed hydrolysis rate of all
substrates at that site. H is equal to zero when only one substrate
is hydrolyzed, and is maximal at 1.79 when all six substrates are
hydrolyzed at equal rates.

Hydrolytic Compositional Dissimilarity among

Sampling Sites Using Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity
The Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity, BC, is used to describe the
compositional dissimilarity between two sites (Bray and Curtis,
1957). As applied here, “composition” is defined as the hydrolytic
composition, or the assemblage of substrates hydrolyzed and
their relative rates of hydrolysis. BC is a unitless index between
0 and 1, with a minimum of 0 when the two sites have exactly the
same composition (e.g., all the same substrates are hydrolyzed
at the same rate), and a maximum of 1 when none of the
same substrates are hydrolyzed at the two sites. The pairwise BC
dissimilarity matrix was calculated between every site with every
other site.

The Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity between two sites i and j is

calculated as BCij = 1−
2Cij

Si + Sj
, where Cij is the sum of the lesser

hydrolysis rates for only those substrates that were hydrolyzed at
both sites i and j, and Si and Sj are the total hydrolysis rates at site
i and site j respectively.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Environmental

Parameters vs. Hydrolytic Activity
Multivariate linear regression models between polysaccharide
hydrolysis rates and up to ten environmental parameters—
in situ potential temperature, incubation temperature, salinity,
oxygen, chlorophyll a, buoyancy frequency, phosphate, total
nitrogen, DOC, and silicate—were generated. By testing several
permutations of models considering different combinations of
environmental parameters, the best fit multiple regression model
was selected by manually maximizing correlation coefficient
values (Supplementary Table 1).

Reproducibility
The scripts to process the GPC chromatograms and calculate
rates, manipulate physicochemical data, perform statistical
analyses, and generate the figures in this paper were all written
in the R programming language (R Core Team, 2014), and
can be reproduced using the scripts hosted at the associated
Github repository (Hoarfrost, 2016). The raw data is hosted on
BCO-DMO (Hoarfrost and Arnosti, 2016), and instructions to
download raw data and run scripts can also be found in the
Readme for the Github repository.

RESULTS

Physical Context and Water Masses
The transect covered a broad range of latitude and
physicochemical conditions, as well as several distinct water
masses (Supplementary Figures 1, 3). Antarctic Intermediate
Water (AAIW) flowing south to north was detectable as a
minimum in salinity at ca. 750–850m depth throughout the
transect. North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) flowing north
to south was identified as a maximum in oxygen between
ca. 1500–4,000m water depth. A large circulation-driven
oxygen minimum zone encompassed stations 10–23. At the
southernmost station sampled, station 2, the influence of
Antarctic circulation was still apparent, with circumpolar deep
waters bounding NADW above and below, and Antarctic
Bottom Water (AABW, detectable as a temperature minimum)
in the bottom water sample (Supplementary Figures 1, 3). At
the northernmost station (station 23), the Amazon River plume
was sampled in surface waters, detectable by a sharp halocline.
The strength of the pycnocline generally increased from south
to north, such that the southernmost stations were less stratified
than the northernmost stations (Supplementary Figures 2,
4). A south to north gradient in chlorophyll a concentrations
was also evident at the deep chlorophyll maximum, which
increased from ca. 0.242mg m−3 at station 2 to over 1mg
m−3 at station 15 (Kujawinski, 2013). DOC concentrations
ranged from ca. 70–82 µM in surface, ca. 62–77 µM in
DCM, and ca. 47–58 µM in mesopelagic depths, and did
not directly track chlorophyll a concentrations (Kujawinski,
2013).

Polysaccharide Hydrolysis Rates and
Patterns
Polysaccharide hydrolysis rates and patterns varied across depths
as well as stations, as evident for individual substrates (Figure 2),
by the summed hydrolysis rates (Supplementary Figure 5), and by
the diversity of substrates hydrolyzed at a given depth (Figure 3).
Some polysaccharides—such as laminarin—were hydrolyzed at
nearly every station and depth, whereas fucoidan was not
measurably hydrolyzed at any site, and arabinogalactan was
hydrolyzed only in surface waters of station 15. Chondroitin,
pullulan, and xylan were hydrolyzed only at particular stations
and depths: chondroitin was the only substrate other than
laminarin hydrolyzed below 250 m, but at some stations it was
not hydrolyzed at any depths. Pullulan was hydrolyzed only
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FIGURE 2 | Maximum potential hydrolysis rate (nM h−1) of the six polysaccharide substrates arabinogalactan (A), chondroitin sulfate (C), fucoidan (F), laminarin (L),

pullulan (P), and xylan (Y) at each station (vertical panels) and each depth (horizontal panels). Error bars indicate standard deviation of experimental triplicates. Missing

data at stn 15, mesopelagic depth for the xylan substrate indicated by asterisk. Low, non-zero hydrolysis rates in deep waters indicated by numbers in the figure panel.

FIGURE 3 | Shannon diversity, H, at each station (vertical panels) and each depth surface to bottom (y axis). A shannon diversiy of zero is indicated by a straight line,

whereas asterisks indicate H was not calculated due to no detectable hydrolysis at that site. The maximum possible value of H, 1.79, is shown as a dashed line.
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above the pycnocline, while xylan was also hydrolyzed in shallow
waters but only at some stations (Figure 2).

Hydrolysis rates (Figure 2) and summed hydrolysis rates
(Supplementary Figure 5) decreased with depth. This decrease
was more abrupt and occurred at shallower depths at more
stratified stations, with most hydrolytic activity occurring in
the surface and DCM depths. At less stratified stations (where
maximum buoyancy frequency in the water column was
lower), hydrolytic activities decreased more gradually with depth
(Figure 2), and a greater proportion of summed activity occurred
below the pycnocline (Figure 4, R2 = 0.66, P = 0.048).

The transect covered a gradient in water column productivity
(as represented by chlorophyll a fluorescence) and in water
column stratification. At the more northerly stations where
stratification was stronger and chlorophyll a concentrations were
higher, the highest hydrolytic diversity and rates of enzymatic
activity were measured. Additionally, the depth at which the
highest hydrolysis rate was observed at a particular station
was at shallower depths at northerly, more stratified stations
than at southerly, less stratified stations (Figure 4, Figure 2,
Supplementary Figure 5).

Hydrolytic diversity also decreased with depth from shallow
to deeper waters (Figure 3), and sites with higher overall rates
of activity also had higher hydrolytic diversity (Supplementary
Figure 6). Maximum hydrolytic diversity was typically measured
at the surface or DCM, although station 2 exhibited highest
hydrolytic diversity at mesopelagic depths, probably because the
same assemblage of substrates was hydrolyzed at surface, DCM,
and mesopelagic depths at station 2, but with different degrees of
evenness.

FIGURE 4 | Percent of hydrolysis occurring above the pycnocline at each

station is positively correlated with the maximum buoyancy frequency at that

station. R2 = 0.66, P = 0.048.

In the upper 250m of the water column, the assemblage
of polysaccharide substrates hydrolyzed at a given station
followed distinct patterns. Comparing Bray-Curtis dissimilarities
among surface, DCM, and mesopelagic depths for each station,
hydrolytic assemblages clustered strongly when grouped by
station (Figure 5A, PERMANOVA P = 0.007). This result
contrasted with grouping by depth sampled, which did not
produce any distinguishable effect on Bray-Curtis distances
between assemblages (Figure 5B, PERMANOVA P = 0.399). A
similar analysis could not be done for the full depth range due to
the lack of any detectable hydrolytic activity atmany of the deeper
depths.

FIGURE 5 | Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) representation of

Bray-Curtis dissimilarities of hydrolytic compositions among sampling sites in

the upper 250m of the water column. Sites grouped by (A) station show

significant hydrolytic compositional differences distinct from other stations

(PERMANOVA P = 0.007), whereas the hydrolytic composition of sites

grouped by (B) depth are not significantly different (PERMANOVA P = 0.399).
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FIGURE 6 | Maximum potential hydrolysis rate (nM h−1) of the monomeric substrates leucine (Le) and α-glucose (G) at each station (vertical panels) and depth

(horizontal panels). Error bars indicate standard deviation of experimental triplicates. A particularly high hydrolysis rate of α-glucose at stn 7, mesopelagic depth

indicated by the number in the panel. Low, non-zero hydrolysis rates in deep waters indicated by numbers in the figure panel.

Monomeric Substrate Hydrolysis Rates
Hydrolysis rates of monomeric substrates also varied by station,
with maximal activity at the surface or DCM, and decreasing
activity with depth (Figure 6), with the exception of a single
replicate for α-glucose at station 7 where high activity was
observed at mesopelagic depths. Depth-related decreases in α-
glucosidase and leucine aminopeptidase activities, unlike the
polysaccharide hydrolase activities, did not correspond to the
degree of water column stratification. Below 250m, α-glucosidase
activity was undetectable at all sites even after 72 h of incubation,
whereas leucine activities were very low in deep water, but
nonzero.

Relationship between Polysaccharide
Hydrolysis and Environmental Parameters
The strength of the relationship between polysaccharide
hydrolysis rates and up to 10 environmental parameters
was investigated by fitting the multiple regression model
that maximized R2-values (Supplementary Table 1). Overall,
environmental parameters poorly explained the observed
variation in hydrolysis rates (R2 = 0.22). Since many of these
parameters co-correlate with each other, one or two of these
parameters generally explained as much or nearly as much
of the variation in hydrolysis rates as all ten environmental
variables. Temperature and chlorophyll a accounted for most
of the relationship in the overall model (R2 = 0.19), while

the inclusion of the additional eight environmental variables
only slightly improved the model (R2 = 0.22). This result is
mainly due to the difference in temperature and chlorophyll
a in shallow vs. deep waters corresponding with higher
rates of hydrolysis in shallower waters, since models using
samples from just shallow or just deep water yielded very
poor fits. The high frequency of zero hydrolysis rates did
not appear to bias the model, however, since models using
only non-zero rates yielded similar fits as the overall model
(Supplementary Table 1).

When broken down by individual substrate, models were
generally better fitted than the model of aggregated hydrolysis
rates (Supplementary Table 1). However, the combination of
environmental variables that best fit the data differed by
substrate: for chondroitin, temperature only; for laminarin,
temperature and chlorophyll a; for pullulan, temperature and
buoyancy frequency; for xylan, chlorophyll a and salinity.
Arabinogalactan and fucoidan were not modeled individually
due to the lack of non-zero hydrolysis rates across all sites.

DISCUSSION

Microbial communities rely on extracellular enzymes to
hydrolyze high molecular weight organic matter prior to uptake.
The structural specificities of the enzymes active at a given
site and depth determine which substrates are available for
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further metabolism, while relative rates of hydrolysis reflect the
potential speed of substrate processing. Site- and depth-related
differences in hydrolysis rates and capacities imply differential
remineralization of organic matter across latitude and depth in
the ocean. The overall patterns of enzyme activities observed
along this transect—spatial differences in hydrolytic diversity in
surface waters and a decrease in the spectrum of polysaccharides
hydrolyzed with depth—are consistent with studies of surface
waters from other parts of the world’s oceans (e.g., Arnosti et al.,
2011), and add considerably to the very few other depth profiles
of polysaccharide hydrolase activities in the ocean (Steen et al.,
2012; D’Ambrosio et al., 2014).

Distinct functional assemblages characterized individual
stations along the latitudinal gradient, such that the diversity
of substrates hydrolyzed was more similar from surface to
mesopelagic depths at a single station than at similar depth
levels across different stations (Figure 5). These spatial and
depth-related patterns in hydrolytic diversity, hydrolysis rate, and
functional similarity together suggest that the vertical transfer
of enzymatic capabilities through the upper depths of the
water column—whether through cells, cellular material, or active
enzymes—influences the hydrolytic signature of a station, but
that this vertical transfer may be more limited at more stratified
stations.

Patterns in hydrolytic assemblages among deeper water
masses remain to be investigated, since activities were low or
not measurable over the timescale of incubation at many of the
deeper depths. A lack of measurable polysaccharide hydrolysis
at deep sites may indicate that the heterotrophic community
had no capacity to detect or to hydrolyze the substrates tested,
or that the 21-day incubation timescale was insufficient to
measure hydrolysis. In particular, low hydrolytic activities, or
activities that require the growth of potentially slow-growing
and/or rare members of the microbial community might not
be detectable over a 21-day time course (Arnosti, 2008), since a
sufficient fraction of the total added polysaccharide pool must
be hydrolyzed to detect activity. The observation that leucine
aminopeptidase was hydrolyzed—albeit at low rates—in bottom
waters at almost all stations, however, demonstrates that an active
heterotrophic community was present at these depths.

Measurable hydrolysis of leucine-MCA and MUF-α-glucose
in deep waters has also been reported at other sites in the South
and Equatorial Atlantic Ocean (Baltar et al., 2009, 2010, 2013).
The leucine-aminopeptidase activities of 1–4 nM h−1 reported
by Baltar and colleagues in deep water are considerably higher
than the 0–0.35 nM h−1 in the present study, although the
range of leucine-aminopeptidase activities measured in surface
waters are similar between this study and previous studies (Baltar
et al., 2009, 2010, 2013). The range of α-glucosidase activities
measured in the present study in surface water (0–20 nM h−1)
are much greater than reported in previous studies (∼0–0.25
nM h−1), perhaps because of a growth response during the
extended timecourse of our incubations (maximum of 72 h,
vs. maximum of 48 h in Baltar et al., 2009, 2010, 2013). No
α-glucosidase activity was detected at any depths below 250m
in this study, even after 72 h incubation, whereas previous
investigations measured low but non-zero α-glucose hydrolysis
rates in deep water (∼0–0.8 nM/h, Baltar et al., 2009, 2010, 2013).

For both leucine aminopeptidase and α-glucosidase activities, the
subtraction of killed control fluorescence from live incubation
fluorescence may have contributed to the lower rates measured
in deep water in our experiments.

Multiple factors may contribute to the patterns of enzyme
activities we measured. Environmental parameters alone
are not likely to be the principal drivers for these patterns:
the environmental variables measured at these stations
poorly predicted observed rates, in univariate as well as
multivariate models (Supplementary Table 1). While the specific
environmental variable(s) that best fit each model varied
by individual substrate (Supplementary Table 1), a causal
explanation for the correlation strengths between hydrolysis
rates of individual substrates and specific environmental factors
is not obvious in most cases.

Instead, the patterns of enzymatic activities observed along
this transect may be tied to the biogeography of the underlying
microbial communities (Rusch et al., 2007; Fuhrman et al., 2008;
Zinger et al., 2011; Sunagawa et al., 2015) and their functional
capacities (DeLong et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2011). For example,
the capacity to produce three extracellular enzymes (alkaline
phosphatase, chitinase, and β-N-acetyl-glucosaminidase)
commonly measured in field studies varies on very fine
phylogenetic scales across all annotated prokaryotic genomes
(Zimmerman et al., 2013). The heterogeneous distribution of
heterotrophic genetic capacities among microbial phylogenies,
and a varying distribution of these capabilities among surface
water and subsurface environments (DeLong et al., 2006; Elifantz
et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2011; Gomez-Pereira et al., 2012) results in
functional stratification and resource partitioning along depth-
and horizontal gradients. Differences in community composition
and function are driven by a complex combination of factors
that may include organic carbon composition and concentration
(McCarren et al., 2010), distribution limitation (Follows et al.,
2007; Hellweger et al., 2014), environmental selection (Ladau
et al., 2013), or a confluence of interacting factors that defy
simple categorization (Hanson et al., 2012).

Irrespective of the underlying factors, the relationship
between water column stratification and the fraction of
hydrolysis occurring in the shallow surface or DCM relative to
deeper mesopelagic waters potentially has implications for the
location of nutrient regeneration and for carbon export in the
ocean. This point can be illustrated with a simple conceptual
box model showing hypothetical DOC generation from particles
sinking through the water column at the different stations along
the transect (Figure 7). While there are many interacting factors
that affect carbon export (De La Rocha and Passow, 2007), for
the purposes of this discussion we consider only the degree of
stratification and the spatial patterns of hydrolysis measured
in this study. Assuming that particles are being hydrolyzed at
the summed hydrolysis rates measured at our sites, DOC will
be generated from particles during their passage through the
water column at a rate related to the depth-integrated hydrolytic
capacities at that location and the sinking rate of particles.
For the purpose of this conceptual calculation, we assume a
constant particle sinking rate of 100m day−1 and divide the
upper water column into three boxes: DCM—centered at the
DCM sampling depth for that station and arbitrarily set at
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FIGURE 7 | Conceptual model of DOC generation under varying hydrolytic capacities and rates observed in this study, at each station from southernmost to

northernmost (vertical panels). The amount of DOC generated, in µM, at the surface (top), DCM (middle), and mesopelagic (bottom) is shown at the top of each panel,

and varies according to the relative hydrolytic capacities and rates, and the degree of stratification at that site. The total amount of DOC generated throughout the

upper water column is shown below each station, and varies by station.

a thickness of 50 m; surface–all depths above the DCM; and
upper mesopelagic—from below the DCM to 300 m. To estimate
carbon remineralization, carbohydrates hydrolyzed from the
particulate to the dissolved phase are then converted to DOC
generated, assuming 6 C per monosaccharide produced. In this
scenario, the total quantity of DOC generated in the upper 300m
of the water column, as well as the depth at which this DOC
would be generated, varies greatly along the transect (Figure 7).
At the productive and more strongly stratified station 15 (2.7◦S),
for example, most of the DOC would be generated in the surface
and DCM, and labile DOC would likely quickly be respired
to CO2 which would remain in the surface ocean. The highest
overall quantity of DOC, however, would be produced at station
7 (22.5◦S), where more than half of the total generated DOC
would be in the mesopelagic zone, and thus below the permanent
thermocline. Labile DOC that is respired to CO2 would likely
remain below the thermocline, and would not exchange with
surface waters or with the atmosphere on short timescales
(Kheshgi, 2004).

The efficiency with which the biological pump removes
surface-derived carbon from the upper ocean thus depends in
part on the quantity of carbon remineralized from a sinking
particle while it is still above the permanent thermocline (De La
Rocha and Passow, 2007). This calculation in turn depends on
the relative lability of the organic carbon in the sinking particles
(Engel et al., 2009), the hydrolytic capacities of the microbial
communities acting on them as they sink, the extent of water
column stratification, and the residence time of the particle at
different depths (Prairie et al., 2015). Holding all other factors
constant, the biological pump would be more efficient at less

stratified stations—such as stations 2, 4, and 7—where a larger
proportion of the hydrolytic capacity occurs in the mesopelagic
zone, below the permanent thermocline (Figure 7).

Biogeographical patterns in carbon cycling activities, and
their relationship to oceanographic features, are of crucial
significance to our ability to predict future conditions. For
example, if increasing global temperatures result in a more
stratified ocean (Capotondi et al., 2012), the quantity of organic
matter sequestered by the biological pump below the thermocline
may decrease. Such a decrease in turn would place greater
influence on the relative hydrolytic capacities of microbial
communities in the surface ocean, rather than in deeper
waters, in determining the overall efficiency of the biological
pump. The effects of an increase in stratification on carbon
export will also depend on its impact on the biogeography
of microbial communities and hydrolytic activities themselves.
Increased stratification may in turn have complex downstream
consequences for higher trophic levels that function in both
shallow and deep waters, and depend on the availability of
particulate organic carbon in both depth regions. Disentangling
the roles of environmental characteristics, microbial community
composition, functional capacities, and activities in regulating the
marine carbon cycle is a prerequisite for a better understanding
of the modern ocean, and of its sensitivity to perturbations in the
future.
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